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download 1.0.rar free games download.rar The current trend in law enforcement is clear: police departments across the country
are turning to contraband detection dogs for help in the war on drugs, and there's good reason for that, according to the New

York Times. The article, published Tuesday, cites the drug-sniffing dogs as the most effective tool in the war on drugs: Drug-
detecting dogs can sniff out traces of illegal drugs, and they don't miss much. Of the hundreds of arrests made during raids on

suspected drug dealers, according to the Times, only four or five people are found not to have drugs on them. That's one reason
the dogs are so successful; another is that drug dealers often get nervous and cover their drugs up when the police approach, and
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these dogs are able to detect drugs no matter how well they are concealed. This success also helps police departments across the
country keep their budgets down, since it's much cheaper to use sniffer dogs than to keep in on-site chemical testers, explains
the Times. The article cites Michael Pollan, a professor of psychology at the University of California at Berkeley, who notes

that studies have shown that an average of 90 percent of drug offenders will be caught on a drug bust if a police dog is present at
the scene. And those figures are probably much higher than you'd imagine, since dogs aren't as likely to make a false positive as
you'd think: They catch the right people more often than not. There's another, more positive, side to the war on drugs, however,

according to the Times: There's a high chance that if someone is caught up in an illegal 82157476af
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